
  
 
 

CHECK LIST 

Prepare your First: 

- Take off the 3 aesthetic parts and the top skin part + top mesh, 

- Take the accessories box outside the case , 

- Remove all foams, 

- Place The First horizontally with the GPU cooler face up, 

- Remove the adhesive taps on metal stud which protected the aesthetic parts from scratches 

during transport. Reserve if you want to place them back (recommended), 

- Remove the right metal stud (5 screws + 2 screws on cooling), 

- If you’re using an AMD socket, mount the fixture 002 provided onto the Intel fixture already 

in place on the CPU cooler, 

- If you’re using an ATX power supply, remove the metal part for SFX power supply already 

mounted on the back of the case & remove the fan slot. 

Power Supply & HDD: 

- Mount your power supply with screws provided, 

- Prewired your HDD and mount it with the screws and anti-vibration kit provided. 

Trial assembly: 

- Prepare your graphic card: remove the cooler and the fans, and clean up the chip, 

- Use screws and mounting parts provided,  

- Place the graphic card fixture provided (from 003 to 017 name) on the GPU cooler block,   

o Note that fixture 003 can be placed in both directions, depending on your PCB. 

- Place your graphic card for a trial assembly, 

o Check its position and its chip is well covered,  

o Please note mounting without riser may imply the chip is not perfectly centred but 

only matters it is well covered. 

- If you’re using a riser for your assembly, slightly bend the GPU pipes to allow more space 

between the two cards, 

- Slightly screw the graphic card with screws provided. Do not tight for the trial assembly, 

- Take your motherboard and simply place it on the CPU cooler to complete the trial assembly, 

- Check both cards are well positioned. Aligned if needed by loosen the screws, 

- Check the motherboard is well pressed. If not, check no components touch the pipes such as 

NVMe or heatsinks on the motherboard. If yes, remove them, 

o Use NVMe slot at the back of the card, 

o Use smaller heatsinks available on our website if needed. 

- Remove the cards. 

Graphic card: 

- Plug all cables needed onto the graphic card, 

- If compatible and ordered, mount the VRM cooling, 

- Place thermal grease on the GPU, 



  
 
 

- Mount your graphic card and slightly screw. Do not tight yet. 

Motherboard: 

- Prewired your motherboard with all required cables, 

o Do not forget SSD/HDD cables, 

o Do not forget the front panel cables already in place, 

o Also mount the riser, if used, 

- Place thermal grease on the CPU, 

- Place all the cables coming from the motherboard behind the CPU cooling block, 

- Mount your motherboard and slightly screw with screws provided, 

- Plug the two cards together via their PCI slot/port // or // Plug the riser into the graphic card, 

- Fully tighten when everything is well placed and connected. 

Cabling, SSDs and Back panel: 

- Place your First vertically, 

- Mount the right metal stud, 

- Plug cables on your power supply, 

- Prewired and mount your SSDs on the metal stud (two slots) and/or on the orange part (one 

slot), 

- Mount your back panel with chosen cables by plugin them from the motherboard to the back 

panel part with screws provided. 

Cable management & Closing: 

- Do some cable management to optimize the airflow into your First, 

- Plug the fan cable if wanted – but still accessible then, 

- Place the power button provided on the top of the case, 

- Place the three aesthetic parts and top skin part + top mesh, 

- Enjoy. 


